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FADE IN:

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - PRESENT DAY

ROSS(16-19) and CARLOS(16-19) waiting in the slow-moving lunch line.

CARLOS
So, was it a potato?

ROSS
Nope.

CARLOS
No? Ok.
(beat)
I had a weird dream last night.

ROSS
’bout what?

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - DAY (DREAM SEQUENCE)

ANGLE ON: Cafeteria ceiling to Carlos on floor level.

Carlos wears a bright color tuxedo, he’s holding a cane, and is wearing a magician-style hat.

CARLOS
It’s...

Music starts playing. Everyone in the cafeteria starts dancing around; everyone wears bright clothes(supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’ first verse)

END DREAM SEQUENCE

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - PRESENT DAY

Ross and Carlos still waiting in line.

ROSS
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious?

CARLOS
Ahamm.

Silence.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED:

ROSS
But wait, don’t you dream in Spanish?

CARLOS
(wondering)
Ammm...

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - DAY (DREAM SEQUENCE)

ANGLE ON: Cafeteria ceiling to Carlos on floor level.

Carlos wears a bright color tuxedo, he’s holding a cane, and is wearing a magician-style hat.

CARLOS
Es...

Music starts playing. Everyone in the cafeteria starts dancing around in b.g.; everyone wears bright clothes. He sings Spanish version (supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’ first verse).

END DREAM SEQUENCE

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - PRESENT DAY

Ross and Carlos selecting their food.

CARLOS
Nope. I remember saying "docious".

ROSS
Wait, how ‘bout Spanglish?

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - DAY (DREAM SEQUENCE)

ANGLE ON: Cafeteria ceiling to Carlos on floor level.

Carlos wears a bright color tuxedo, he’s holding a cane, and is wearing a magician-style hat.

CARLOS
Es...

Music starts playing. Everyone in the cafeteria starts dancing around in b.g.; everyone wears bright clothes. He sings a mixed English and Spanish version, always saying the big word in English (supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’ first verse).
INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - PRESENT DAY

Ross and Carlos now walking towards a table with their lunches in hand.

    CARLOS
    Noo... I don’t think so.

    ROSS
    Were you rapping?

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - DAY (DREAM SEQUENCE)

ANGLE ON: Cafeteria ceiling to Carlos on floor level.

Carlos is now wearing rap-style clothes, big chains, lots of bling, he’s holding a shiny microphone.

    CARLOS
    It’s...

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA - PRESENT DAY

Ross and Carlos sitting at a table.

    CARLOS
    Stop that! No! I don’t rap... I don’t like rap... no... no... just no.

    ROSS
    So, no?

    CARLOS
    No.

They start eating.

    FADE OUT.